ProMoST is a flexible web tool that calculates the effect of single or multiple posttranslational modifications (PTMs) on protein isoelectric point (pI) and molecular weight and displays the calculated patterns as two-dimensional (2D) gel images. PTMs of proteins control many biological regulatory and signaling mechanisms and 2D gel electrophoresis is able to resolve many PTM-induced isoforms, such as those due to phosphorylation, acetylation, deamination, alkylation, cysteine oxidation or tyrosine nitration. These modifications cause changes in the pI of the protein by adding, removing or changing titratable groups. Proteins differ widely in buffering capacity and pI and therefore the same PTMs may give rise to quite different patterns of pI shifts in different proteins. It is impossible by visual inspection of a pattern of spots on a gel to determine which modifications are most likely to be present. The patterns of PTM shifts for different proteins can be calculated and are often quite distinctive. The theoretical gel images produced by ProMoST can be compared to the experimental 2D gel results to implicate probable PTMs and focus efforts on more detailed study of modified proteins. ProMoST has been implemented as cgi script in Perl available on a WWW server at http:// proteomics.mcw.edu/promost.
INTRODUCTION
A large fraction of proteins are modified after synthesis (posttranslational modification or PTM) and these modifications may control the protein activity (1) , location in the cell (2) , protein lifetime (3) and protein or nucleic acid binding partners (4) . Many of these PTMs can be observed as distinct protein isoform spots on two-dimensioinal (2D) gels. When proteins have been identified on 2D gels by mass spectrometry, it has been found that there are two or three protein isoforms made from each gene on average in eubacteria (5) and archae bacteria (6) , and ten or more separable protein isoforms resulting from single eukaryotic genes are often found (7) (8) (9) , although not all proteins show evidence for isoforms. Mass spectrometry is the most generally useful method for identifying PTMs, but antibody methods are effective if suitable reagents are available.
The most frequently occurring protein PTM appears to be phosphorylation, which is controlled by a balance of proteinspecific kinase and phosphatase enzymes that are typically regulated by environmental stimuli or internal cellular programs. A detailed characterization of the sites of phosphorylation is very difficult to accomplish by mass spectrometry, and the quantitation of protein levels (10) , protein phosphorylation or other PTMs by mass spectrometry requires isotopic internal standard approaches (11) , although relative quantitation can be obtained with a variety of differential isotope labeling technologies (12, 13) . Phosphorylation replaces neutral hydroxyl groups on serines, threonines or tyrosines with negatively charged phosphates with pKs near 1.2 and 6.5. Thus, at pHs greater than about 7.5 phosphates add two negative charges to proteins; near pH 6.5 they add one-and-a-half negative charges, and below about pH 5.5 phosphates add a single negative charge. Depending on the isoelectric point (pI) of the unmodified protein and the number of other titratable groups in the protein, adding a phosphate (or any other PTM) has a smaller or larger effect on the pI of the modified protein.
The 2D gel patterns of the PTM isoforms are of great value because the relative amount of each isoform can be rapidly determined from staining intensity on the gel, and it is difficult to obtain this information in any other way. Examples of gel shifts due to protein phosphorylation that have been characterized on 2D gels and by mass spectrometry, and examples of gel shifts with changes in the redox state of low pK thiols, are discussed later in this paper to illustrate these points.
The calculation of the pI for proteins and the relationship between the pI value and migration in the electro-focusing dimension has been previously explored (14, 15) . There are a number of programs and web services that calculate pI values for proteins (16) (17) (18) , but ProMoST additionally allows the user to calculate values for proteins with a wide range of PTMs, including those entered by the investigator, and provides a graphical representation of the gel shifts due to PTMs for an unlimited number of proteins.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Algorithms
The ProMoST web service calculates a number of different quantities for each amino acid sequence input. The amino acid composition of the sequence is calculated for internal use in determining charge and pI values, but is also available for display. The monoisotopic or average isotopic molecular mass of the protein is calculated by summing the highprecision mono or average isotopic masses of its amino acids and adding the mono or average isotopic mass of one water molecule, corresponding to an H at the N-terminal end and a OH group at the C-terminal end of the molecule. This value is used in generating the pseudo-2D gel plot as the molecular weight (MW). For PTMs that add significantly to the mass of the protein, such as phosphorylation, the mass of the modification is also considered.
The charge on the protein at a particular pH value is calculated by determining the sum of the partial charges for all the charged amino acids and modifications, using the standard equations (19) : charge of type N (negative) groups
charge of type P (positive) groups
total charge
In our calculation of the charge on the protein, we use specific values for the ionizable groups on each of the amino acids. Additionally, unlike other methods that use a fixed value for the pK of the N-terminal amino and C-terminal carboxyl groups of the protein, we use specific pK values, dependent on the amino acids present at the ends. Furthermore, we also adjust the pK values for the side chains of the terminal amino acids to a specific value for that position. The charge of proteins with PTMs is calculated in the same manner, adding the pK values for the modifications for each of the PTMs or removing the pK values for modifications that remove ionizable side chain groups. All of the pK values used in the charge calculations can be changed by the user with the 'Advanced' interface option. Additionally, the user can define additional PTMs by specifying the pK values for the modification.
The most important value calculated by the ProMoST program is the pI of the unmodified and modified versions of the protein. The pI is defined as the pH value at which the positive and negative charges on the protein are balanced and the net charge is zero. To determine the pH value at which the net charge is zero, an initial pH value of 7 is tested and the net charge on the protein calculated. Depending on the sign of the charge on the protein, a delta value of 3.5 is added or subtracted from the initial pH value of 7 and the charge on the protein recalculated at the new pH. The process of dividing the delta pH value in half and changing sign as needed is reiterated until a net protein charge of less than 0.002 is obtained. This 'binary search' method rapidly converges on an accurate value for the protein pI and is much simpler than solving the equations required in determining the pI value exactly (D.Tabb, http://fields.scripps.edu/DTASelect/ 20010710-pI-Algorithm.pdf).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Purpose
The purpose of the ProMoST web service is to provide an easy method to examine the effect of different protein modifications on the relative position of migration of the protein on 2D (isoelectric focusing/SDS-PAGE) gels. In this way, an investigator can visually determine if the pattern of spots observed on a 2D gel corresponds to those determined by theoretical calculation for various test modifications. Furthermore, by inputting FASTA format sequence data, the effect of sequence changes due to mutations or allelic variation on predicted gel shift migration of the protein can also be examined.
The ProMoST program also allows for the flexible alteration of pK values for modified and unmodified amino acids, as well as for the addition of new protein modifications. In this way, if an investigator has reason to believe that an alternative value for the pK for a particular amino acid or modification needs to be adopted, all of the pK values are available to be changed, using the 'Advanced' interface. Additionally, it is possible to define new PTMs, in addition to the predefined PTMs. The interface allows for the examination of multiple instances of the same PTM, e.g. a protein with one, two, three, four or five phosphorylated tyrosine residues. This ability makes it easy for 2D gel users to compare the trains or pairs of spots observed on the gel with the patterns of spots predicted for different PTMs.
Audience
The prime audience of this program is biochemists and others performing 2D gel electrophoresis of proteins who are interested in protein modification, or readers of journal articles wishing to evaluate the consistency of published data with possible PTMs. This program is expected to be of significant value to the 2D gel-based proteomics community.
Overview
The ProMoST web service provides an HTML interface to a Perl-based cgi program that calculates protein pI and molecular mass values. The interface allows the user to choose the standard pK values for charged amino acids and modifications or to alter the values. The program takes protein accession numbers, names or sequence as input and produces tables of values for modified and unmodified proteins. It also has a graphic output of theoretical 2D gels.
Input
Two forms of the web interface are available to accept protein information from the user. The 'Simple' interface gives the user a choice of pasting or entering the protein information in a text box or uploading a file containing protein sequence information (Figure 1) . The protein information can consist of a list of accession numbers or protein names, or protein sequences in FASTA format. The accession numbers or protein names are used by the program to obtain the sequence data from a local copy of the NCBI nr protein database.
In addition to the normal charged amino acids, values for common protein modifications (deamidation and phosphorylation) are also included. The user is able to specify the number of each modification that is to be considered. Thus, it is possible to examine the effects of a single phosphotyrosine or phosphoserine/phosphothreonine or a series of up to 10 phosphotyrosines or phosphoserines/phosphothreonines on the same protein molecule.
To extend these capabilities, the user can also add the name and pK values for up to three additional user-defined protein modifications and the user can choose to block either the N-, Cor both terminal ends of the protein. In addition to the protein information and the pK values, the user can also specify a wide range of output options.
The standard pK values for the charged amino acids (internal, C-terminal and N-terminal) are presented by the web interface as a series of text boxes in the Advanced interface ( Figure 2 ). The user can thereby examine and change any of the default pK values and also has the ability to exclude any of the charged amino acids from the pI calculation, as would be required if the residue were modified to an uncharged state.
Output
The output of the program is divided into two sections: the input data and the calculated results (Figure 3) . The user can opt to have the input data displayed in the form of the actual input accession number/protein name, the deduced accession number, the sequence read from the database or the composition of the protein. Any or all of these options can be active at the same time.
There are three main output modes, all of which can be used at the same time. Data can be displayed to the screen, or optionally, it can be either displayed or saved as a text file or saved as an Excel format file. The screen display takes the form of an HTML table (Figure 3, top) . The user has the option to choose from different columns of data. The molecular mass choices include the monoisotopic mass, the average isotopic mass, both or neither calculated molecular mass. The protein information can be displayed as the input accession numbers the deduced accession numbers or sequence description. The calculated pI is optional. The table also shows which modifications are active for each line in the table.
Data can also be sent to either a tab-delimited text file or to an Excel format file. The files can be viewed on the screen either with the browser (text files) or with Excel (Excel files). By using the browser 'Save link as' option, the user can directly save the text or Excel file to their computer.
A graphic gel image output is available (Figure 3, bottom) . The user can specify the molecular mass and pI range of the gel, as well as the physical size of the gel image. Proteins are plotted to the gel as ovals at the location of their calculated molecular mass and pI. The ovals are color coded for the modification. The parent, unmodified protein is plotted as an open oval and in the case of multiple proteins on the same plot, it is labeled with a protein index number that Three examples are briefly described, where advantage has been taken of 2D gels to track the relative amounts of protein isoforms under different biological conditions. These examples suggest that this technique can be extremely powerful, especially to enhance understanding of complex regulatory systems. Cyclin-dependent kinase 2 (CDK2) plays a central role in controlling major events in the cell cycle in complex activation and inactivation processes that depend on siteselective phosphorylation reactions. Roger et al. (7) were able to follow the relative stoichiometry of six different phosphorylated forms of CDK2 under different stimulus conditions, were able to implicate a previously unrecognized form and to alter the conception of the sequence of regulatory phosphorylation events. Figure 3 shows the predicted 2D gel spot profile for 0-5 phosphates added to CDK2, which agrees quite well with the experimental data. Stathmin is a phosphoprotein that is regulated by cell surface receptors and is involved in control of the cell cycle. Zugaro et al. (8) showed that there were at least 14 different isoforms of stathmin that can be distinguished on 2D gels. Muller et al. (9) were also able to isolate the different phosphorylated isoforms of stathmin from 2D gels and confirm the phosphorylation sites, using mass spectrometry. The state of stathmin phosphorylation controls microtubule stability and influences mitotic spindle assembly (20) . Another example of the utility of isoelectric point shifts are low pK thiols which are being recognized as critical components in redox signaling in cells (21) , and the resulting sulfenic, sulfinic or sulfonic acid forms can be detected by protein pI shifts (22, 23) .
Future directions
While we have focused on shifts due to PTMs, this tool will also compute and display virtual gels of complete proteomes, combinations of proteomes or sub-proteomes from a list of accession numbers similar to a recently published tool, JVirGel (24) , and will be faster due to the efficient manner of pI calculation. In the current implementation, the program does not check whether or not there are the appropriate residues and motifs for each of the PTMs plotted. In the future, ProMoST could be extended to recognize potential PTM motif sites in proteins and propose which proteins might have isoforms, additionally this could also be extended to potential proteolytic processing, such as signal sequences. Once proteins are identified from 2D gels, differences between predicted and observed pI and MW could be used to flag those proteins as possible candidates for more detailed study. The development of multiplex differential fluorescent dye detection technology (25, 26) is overcoming past limitations in gelto-gel reproducibility of 2D gels and leading to expanding use for comparison of protein differences in experiment and control samples. Gel staining methods and fluorescent dyes that are specific for particular PTMs are being developed (27) (28) (29) (30) ; these are expected to lead to expanded use of 2D gels for analysis of complex regulatory patterns in systems biology, and ProMoST is expected to be useful in this analysis.
